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Abstract - Social media networking and conversation in today's era, is one of the most common and easy ways to communicate and express one's thoughts. This platform allows discussion on various topics, sharing information and opinions on the topic. But nowadays it can be difficult to maintain etiquette and good manners or behavior on these platforms. Offensive content, harassment, a lot of jeering, cyber-resistance related activities such as platforms that have a detrimental effect on a person's mental and psychological health have become very common. This can sometimes lead to harmful and lifelong traumatic effects on a person. This type of situation can shock users and lead them to express their opinions, completely eliminate themselves and stop seeking and receiving help from others. Companies owned by such discussion online discussion platforms are working on various solutions such as comment classification technology, user blocking method and comment filtering systems. In the comment classification approach, [4] the goal is to categorize comments or sentences into different categories based on their toxicity level [5]. By categorizing these comments, the team can take appropriate steps to prevent the occurrence and growth of negative influences created by such activities on social platforms. Such a multi-label taxonomy model would make the purpose of social communication on social media more effective and positive [3]. By automating this comment classification approach, companies can save their time and also the manual efforts to moderate these platforms. The data we used for our model is Kaggle's toxic comment classification dataset on Wikipedia's talk page edits. CNN (Convolution Neural Network) using, our goal is to develop a multi-label classification model that categorizes comments into 6 different categories: toxic, serious toxic, obscene, threatening, insulting, and hate based on its toxic level [7].

2. OBJECTIVE

In this section, going to define the main purpose and goal of system which needs to keep in mind while implementation.

- Word Create a word embedding mechanism that can help identify vulgar or negative terms in a comment.
- Class Identify the class of slang based on the level of toxicity and assign the corresponding weight to it.
- Perform an efficient pre-processing unit to make the data suitable for data analysis
- Create a CNN model to process the classification by training the model with training data fit and test the model to evaluate the accuracy rate.
- Modify the model through back-propagation mechanism and manage the trade-man in between Over-fitting and under-fitting.

Therefore these are the objective which initially helps to understand the problem statement working model of system.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Our proposed model is a system made up of Fast-Text word embedding technic, by this technology and CNN (Convolution Neural Network) [2] that do multi-label classification of toxic comments [6]. In this system, input as a comment will be given from social sites which will be classified in six categories: toxic, serious toxic, obscene, threatening, insulting, and hate based on its toxic level [7].

The architectural design of our proposed model, which represents the software architecture, is shown in Figure 1 and the work-flow model is shown in Figure 3 below.

In the architecture, representing the different modules technique with its works that is how online platform, word
embedding and CNN model is working collectively to achieve the system goal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ONLINE PLATFORMS</th>
<th>WORD EMBEDDING</th>
<th>CNN MODEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Platform Comments</td>
<td>Pre-processing of Data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Study and Analysis</td>
<td>Embedding Words into Vectors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Partitioning Data into Training and Test Data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training CNN Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Save Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Load Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prediction on Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Labeled Data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig -1: System Architecture**

1. **Comments from social media platforms:** Our gathering of comment data from desired sources.

2. **Study of Data and Analysis:** The task is to analyze the nature of the data collected, and try to visualize the data present in terms of the number of words and labels provided in the training group. Figures 1 show the visualization done in our project with the Wikipedia dataset. We can find that the number of comments in our dataset is less than 200 words. Also, we can say an issue from that most of the comments belong to the categories of toxic, [6] [8] obscene and insulting.

3. **Data Pre-Processing:** To prepare the data for the model, we remove all punctuation, lowercase letters, stop-words, and the addition of numeric digits.

4. **Embed word in vector:** Processed comments are converted to vector format in numeric representation using Fast-Text.

5. **Divide into training and test data set:** Divide data into training and test data with a ratio of 70:30, respectively.

6. **CNN Training:** First layer convolution on embedded word vectors using multiple filter sizes, then pooling layers and gala layers, the model will be saved [2].

7. **Save Model:** The saving model is of contain checkpoints for future predictions. This also helps when tuning or adjusting the parameters of the model to improve accuracy.

8. **Load model:** Load model for predictive guess on new unseen data, i.e., unseen or invisible comments.

9. **Visualizing with Labels:** Visualizing or displaying tagged or labeled comments at the end of the platform Efficient visualization of the results with telling a good story of data or insights can help organizations take appropriate action for their platform and minimize the likelihood of such activities occurring. The effect is also created.

4. **METHODOLOGY**

Deep learning algorithms [1] or machine can’t process strings that is plain text as an inputs [3]. These algorithms are unable to process strings such as raw input. The word embedding technique provides a solution to this issue by converting string text into a numeric format or vector format that can be used by the model and can also be used to find the semantic relationship between the related words by calculating the differences between the two. Vector, known as embedding space. Our proposed model is using Fast-Text as a word embedding technique. Fast-Text uses n-gram characters as a lowercase unit. For example, the vector word 'apple' can be broken down into different word vector units ["ap", "app", "le", "ple"]. So, the embedded vector word for “apple” is the sum of all these n-grams. The advantage of Fast-Text is that it produces better embedding words for rare words, or not even words seen during training because the vectors of the N gram character are shared with other words.

This is one thing Word2Vec and the GLOVE (Global Vector for Word Representation), bacon can’t bring home. This means that even for archaic words (e.g. due to typing errors), the model can make an educated guess about its meaning.

\[
\frac{1}{2} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} (\gamma_n \log(f(BA \gamma_n)))
\]

The Convolution Neural Network (CNN) is a feed-forward neural network consisting [2] of three layers, the compromise layer, the pooling layer, and the fully connected dense layer. CNN is mostly used for image classification work. Here, instead of an image, CNN’s input is documents presented as sentences or metrics. In this, each row of the matrix can be a word or even a character where each row is a vector quantity that represents the word. These vectors are low dimensional representations of words or what we call embedding words like Word2vec or GLOVE [2], but they can also be single-hot vectors that indicate the word in the vocabulary. For a 10-word sentence employing 100-dimensional embedding, our input could be \(10 \times 100\) metrics. By the means of visually, our filters slide on local areas of an image, but in NLP we typically use filters that slide over entire rows of matrix (words). Thus, the “width” of our filters is usually equivalent to the width of the input matrix, height or region size may vary, although windows longer than 2-5 words at a time are typical. For the multi-label taxonomy function, CNN In, we will use the soft-max layer as the output layer, as it assigns the probability of a particular label in the range of 0 to 1.

\[
\sigma(z)_j = \frac{e^{z_j}}{\sum_{k=1}^{n} (e^{z_k})}
\]
5. CONCLUSIONS

Our model, based on multi-label classification using Fast-Text and CNN that is using Convolution of the Neural Network method and is useful for detecting and classifying the toxic and offensive comments on social media platforms according to their toxicity. We’ve introduced multiple approaches to classifying comments which are toxic using Fast-Text and Word2Vec accordingly. Using the classification obtained here, social media platforms can implement this system and prevent negative influences on social media. As we tested between Fast-Text and Word2Vec and our results concluded that Fast-Text is more accurate and when slangs, jargons, typing errors and short forms are used. The model is especially out of shape when the data and the size of the dataset are large. Finally, we present the practical system applied with Fast-Text above the Word2Vec model with a definite result, which is interesting for researching toxic comments taxonomy of domain classification.
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